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Abstract—In this paper we have proposed
high throughput by swapping the AES
algorithm internal stages in this proposed
work shift row structure is operated before
sub bytes (substitution bytes). In this proposed
operation the AES encryption operation will
not effect, with this process is streamlines the
processes a 4 block of data rather then 16
block. The advantage of this is we can save
area. This process repeats for 10 cycles and
with the help of this we can encrypt 128 bits
data with higher throughput. We have
evaluated this performance of higher
throughput and hardware area in Xilinx’s
SPARTAN-3E FPGA Family.

Table 1: Rounds of AES
Block Size
Key
Nb Word Length Nk
Words

No. of
Round
Nr

AES-128 bit
key

4

4

10

AES-192 bit
key

4

6

12

AES-256 bit
key

4

8

16

Formula : [ Round Nr = 6+max{Nb, Nk} ]
Nb = 32 bit word in the block
Nk = 32 bit word in key

1. INTRODUCTION
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is
used for security purpose in Military
application. All Cryptographic algorithm are
used for security services for various
application all the encryption technique are
used in government and secret military
communication.
Before AES we use DES(Data
Encryption Standard) in the DES technique we
can encrypt only 64-bit data and this data
encryption standard is following by systematic
algorithm called encryption algorithm. The
AES algorithm is capable of using
cryptographic keys of 128,192,256 bits to
encrypt or decrypt the data.

We can calculate the number of cycle
(Rounds) taken to encrypt any data from this
formula. The total number of rounds can be
calculate with 6 necessary round and addition
of Max (bit word in the block, bit word in the
key). For example if we take 4 block size and 4
key length than it contains AES-128 bit key
(32 * 4 = 128) because each key length
contains 32 bit word key.
2. AES ALGORITHM
The AES used for encrypt and decrypt
128 bit plain text block. To encrypt this plain
text we required 3 modes:128 bit, 192 bit 256
bit. Each has corresponding number of round.
To encrypt the data we required 128 bit matrix
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and each row contains four bytes of group. The
4*4 Matrix is given below:

right most nibble of the S-box is specifies the
column. For example the byte {19} select row
1, column 9 which contains the value {d4}.
This value is used to update the state matrix.
We can understand this process with the
help of the diagram given below:

Figure 1: Byte Matrix

The AES algorithm consists of four
different simple operations.


Byte substitution (Sub Bytes)



Shift Row



Mix column



Add Round Key

Figure 2 : S-Box creation

Sub Bytes: All bytes are processed separately
and it is a non linear byte substitution. Sub
byte is invertible and constructed by the
composition of following two transitions;

On the other hand the inverse sub byte
transformation (known as InvSubByte) makes
use of an inverse S-box. In this case we select
the value {d4} and get the value {19}.This can
be verify with the help of diagram given
below.

Inversion in the GF(28) field and
modulo an irreducible polynomial is given by:
M(x)= x8 + x4 + x3 + x + 1
Affine transformation define by as
following :
Y = AX-1 + b
Where A is 8*8 fixed matrix and b is 8*1
vector matrix.
Substitution byte stage is completed with
the help of S-box. S-box is fixed and it is
nothing but a matrix.
We will see how this matrix is affected
in each round. The particular value in the Sbox can be determined by breaking the bytes
into nibble. The left most nibble of the byte is
specify the particular row of the S-box and the

Figure 3: S-Box
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Shift Row: In this stage

The first row is not change.


The second row is circular shifted by 1
byte to the left.



The third row is circular shifted by 2
byte to the left.



The fourth row is circular shifted by 3
byte to the left.

We know that 03 = 02 xor 01 then we
can rewritten the above equation as:

With the help of above equation we can
easily get the values of mix column.
Figure 4: Shift Row

The inverse Shift Row transformation
performs this shifting operation in the opposite
(right Shift) direction.
Mix column: the mix column transformation
operates column by column and these column
will be consider as a four term polynomial.
The column are consider as four term
polynomial over GF(28) are multiplied x4+1
with the fixed polynomial a(x) is given by:
a(x): {03}x3 +{01}x2 + {01}x + {02}
We can see this operation in the form of
matrix as:

Add Round Key: In this transformation the 128
bit of stage are bitwise xor with the 128 bit of
the round key. The operation is viewed as a
column wise operation between the 4 bytes o a
state column and one word of the round key.
3. PROPOSED AES PIPELINE STAGE
I this section we know the two general
design for AES algorithm against our design.
In the first design there is no pipeline and used
iterative looping approach, while in the second
design there is the pipeline buffer between ten
AES design but in our design we use the
pipeline architecture of 10 AES pipeline stage
as well as in divides the AES into ten stages
yielding an overall of 110 pipeline stages. As a
result if we will see the speed in terms of
throughput will increase.
In this section the architecture of
proposed design is achieved where the process
of AES is divided into 10 pipeline stages with
equal amount of delay.

Figure 5: Mix Column

Where 0 ≤ j ≤ 3.

In addition we are using 10 AES block
and these blocks are separated by pipeline
stages.

The result of this matrix multiplication is
given by:
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